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ABSlRACT 

The hay of Cuatro Calas was forrned in late Pliocene times by a local 
downward bending of older Neogene materials, which favoured a relative rise 
of sea level and invasioo by the sea. The studied hay-fill deposits consist of 
units, with large-scale foresets that filled most of the depression topped by the 
younger sets of offlapping transition-zone units with an overall tabular shape. 
As a whole, they generated a Gilbert-type delta morphology that actually is 
a summatory of smaller-scale delta units deposited during successive highstands 
of sea level. We can observe only these highstand delta deposits. Lowstand 
wedges lay under the Present Mediterranean sea. 

According tothe sedimentological data, we deduce a deltamodel consisting 
of a river plain with rapidly shifting channels, a wave-worked delta front with 
gravelly reflective beaches, a sandy delta platforrn, and a steep delta slope. 
The input of sediment was episodic, and the delta remained ¡nactive during 
long periods, subjected to wave reworking in the shallow areas. The Cuatro 
Calas Gilbert-type delta fits Postma's (1990b) prototype 4 (<<classic Gilbert-
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type~». It is comparable to present-day deltas of ephemeral streams feeding 
gravelly beaches in SE Spain 

Progradation of the delta generated a two-fold large-scale eros s
stratification: a lower high-angle related to the advancrng delta-foreset and the 
upper ane associated to progradation of beach units. 

The development of the complex Gilbert-type delta followed a repetitive 
pattem in response to fluctuations of sea level: progradation of highstand 
Gilbert-type delta (stage 1) was followed be entrenchment and coastal wedge in 
lowstand and early transgression (stage 2). The various parts afthe delta reacted 
differently to these sea-Ievel changes and generated variable facies associations. 

The rapid evolution of the bay-fill can be related to high-frequency 
fluctuations of sea-Ievel already documented in SE Spain during Late Pliocene 
and Quatemary, superimposed on longer-Iasting tectonic uplift. 

Key words: fan delta, sea level changes, Neogene, AguiJas Basin, Betic 
Cordillera 

RESUMEN 

La Bahía de Cuatro Calas se fonnó en el Plioceno superior cuando los 
materiales neógenos más antiguos se flexionaron propiciando una subida 
relativa del nivel del mar y la inmersión de la nueva cuenca. Los depósitos de 
relleno de bahía consisten en unidades con grandes foresets, que rellenaron la 
mayor parte de la depresión, coronados por unidades más jóvenes de la zona 
de transición deltaica situados en offlap y cuya morfología de conjunto es 
tabular. Todos ellos, fonnaron un delta de tipo Gilbert complejo que en 
realidad es la suma de unidades deltaicas de menor escala depositadas durante 
periodos de nivel del mar abo (highstands). Sólo se pueden observar los 
depósitos de highstand. Las cuñas de lowstand se encuentran bajo el 
Mediterráneo actuaL 

De acuerdo con los datos sedimentológicos, deducimos un modelo 
deltaico que consiste en una llanura aluvial con canales de baja estabilidad 
lateral, un frente deltaico retrabajado por el oleaje con playas reflexivas de 
gravas, una platafonna deltaica arenosa y un talud abrupto. El aporte de 
sedimento era episódico y el delta pennanecía inactivo durante largos 
periodos, con las zonas someras sometidas al retrabajado del oleaje. El delta 
de tipo Gilbert corresponde con el prototipo 4 (<<delta de tipo Gilbert c1ásico>~) 
de Postma (1990b). Es comparable a los debas actuales de corrientes efímeras 
que alimentan playas de grava en el sureste de España. 

La progradación del delta generó una estratificación cruzada doble: una de 
bajo ángulo debida a la progradación de playas de grava y otra de alto ángulo 
producida por la progradación del talud deltaico (foreset). 
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Así pues, el desarrollo del delta de tipo Gilbert complejo SlgUlO una 
secuencia repetitiva en respuesta a las fluctuaciones del nivel relativo del mar: 
progradación de deltas de tipo Gilbert durante el highstand (estadio 1) seguida 
de encajamiento y depósito de cuñas costeras durante el lowstand y el 
comienzo de la transgresión (estadio 2). Las distintas partes del delta 
reaccionaron de fOTIna diferente a estos cambios del nivel del mar, generando 
asociaciones de facies variables. 

La rápida evolución del relleno de la bahía puede estar relacionada con las 
fluctuaciones del nivel del mar de alta frecuencia descritas en el sureste 
español durante el Plioceno superior y el Cuaternario, asociadas con tendencias 
tectónicas de surrección de mayor alcance. 

Palabras clave: fan delta, cambios del nivel del mar, Neógeno, Cuenca 
de Aguilas, Cordilleras Béticas 

INTRODUCTION 

The sedimentary facies of fluvially dominated Gilbert-type deltas have 
been treated in detail by a number of authors in recent years (Postma 1984, 
Postma & Roep, 1985, Colella et al., 1987; ColeHa, 1988 a & b; Massari y 
ColcHa. 1988; Prior & Bornhold, 1988). Wave reworked Gilbert-type deltas 
are less well recognized, although sorne authors pointed to wave-worked 
«topsets,~ (ColeHa, 1988 a & b; Postma & Cruickshank, 1988, Massari & 
Parca, 1990). The tenn topset comes fram Gilbert (1885), and denotes the 
subhorizontalIy deposited alluvial facies which rests on top ofthe subaquatic, 
steeply inclined foreset facies. Because the wave-reworking takes place in a 
zone which is transitional from the alluvial environment into the realm ofthe 
delta foreset. the original term topset can not ¡onger be applied s.s. Thereforc, 
Wescott & Ethridgc (1980) intraduced the tenn transition zone lO denote 
deposits which are subhorizontally deposited on top of the foreset, and are 
wholly or partially reworked by waves. 

The aim ofthis paper is tu focus on the evolution ofthe delta systems and 
the sedimentology of a wave-worked Gilbert type delta on the basis of a case 
history oflate Pliocene age studied in the Aguilas Basin in SE Spain (Fig. 1). 
The sedimentology of these deposits has been studied in detail for the first 
time. Emphasis will be placed on the sedimcntary facies of the transition zone 
and the foreset beds. 

TECTONIC SEITING OF THE GlLBERT-TYPE DELTA 

Sedimentation in the late Neogene and Quatemary basins in SE Spain took 
place in partly-interconnected basins generated by the Iberia-Africacollision. 
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Fig 1 ,-Location map of the studied area in ¡he structural sketch of the Aguilas Are (modified 
after Coppier et al., 1989). 

Fig l.-Localización del área de estudio en el contexto estructural del Arco de Aguijas 
(modifi¡;ado de Coppier el al., 1989), 

This system. mainly inherited fram previous structural stages, was affected by 
compression oriented roughly N-S, which induced a slight perpendicular 
extension. During middle Pliocene times, the stress field and the direction of 
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regional shortening shifted fromN-S to NW-SE. The tectonic evolution ofthe 
late Neogene Basins ofthe Beties was controlled by an wide NE-SW sinistral 
lateral shear zone (Fig. 1) (Montenat ef al., 1987, Sanz de Galdeano, 1990). 
The rotation of the stress field had a notable effect upon the cinematics of 
fauiting, and consequently on the geometry and sedimentary filling of the 
basins. Two types of basins evolved simultaneously: wrench furrows and 
grabens. 

Previously. in the Early and Middle Miocene, the Aguilas Basin was 
submerged ano covered by pelagic sediments. Movement along the fault 
zones (Moreras and Palomares systems, Fig. 1) resulted in an arc-shaped 
deformalion ofthe basement (Coppier efa!., 1989), and caused regional uplift 
and continental sedimentation in the Upper Miocene (Montenat et al., 1978). 

In the early Pliocene the Aguilas Basin was again submerged, and shallow 
marine fossiliferous yellow sands and calcarenites were deposited. In late 
Pliocene, the basin relief changed due to a rotation in the stressfield (OU 
d'Estevou & Montenat, 1985: Montenat ef al., 1987). Late Pliocene (to 
Present) NW-SE compression resulted in folding and reactivation of inherited 
N 70_80o E fault struchires, both controUing the fonnation of troughs (area of 
Cuatro Calas (Fig. 2). One of these troughs fonned a bay marginal to the 
Mediterranean sea and received sediments from both pre-Teniary and older 
Neogene souree rocks. The late Pliocene units were deposited in the bay after 
a relative rise of sea leveL partIy caused by local downward bending, 
submerged the basin (Fig. 2). 

SEDIMENTOLOGY OF THE LATE PLlOCENE BAY FILL 

General 

The late Pliocene bay fill is exposed in Cuatro Calas (Fig. 1). between the 
villages ofTerreros (province of Almería) and AguiJas (province of Murcia). 
Localities cited in the text are numbered from I to 8 (Fig. 2), and may be easily 
found in the field by means ofthe numbered, white-painted concrete landmarks 
pin-pointing the coastal zonc, which we used as locality references in the text 
and figures. 

The pre-Neogene basement ofthe basin and the adjacent mountain ranges 
that acted as source rocks is made up of metamorphic and metasedimentary 
rocks (quartzites, dolomites, micaschists, phyllites and marbles) of the 
Internal Zone ofthe Betic Cordillera (Figs. 1 and 2). Cannibalized Neogene 
sedimentary and vo1canic rocks also contributed to the basin filI. 

The bay, marginal to the Mediterranean Sea, extended inland in an westem 
direction and was filled with a complex succession of units separated by 
erosional surfaces (Fig. 3). These units are infonnal and have been used in a 
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Fig 2.-Above, left: reconstruction of the AguiJas 8asin in the early Pliocene. Above, right: 
sorne paleogeographical features of (he Cuatro Calas area during {he late Pliocene. Below: 
geologic map; note syncline axis. 

Fig 2.-Arriba, izquierda, reconstrucción de la Cuenca de Aguilas durante el Plioceno Inferior. 
Abajo. derecha: algunos rasgos del área de Cuatro Calas durante el Plioceno Superior. Abajo: 
mapa geológico; obsérvese el eje sinclinal. 

descriptive way; no classification is intended. In sorne cases erosion removed 
most of the sedimentary record of units. The four older units are large-scale 
cross-stratified, with well-developed foresets. They were named as Units 1 to 
4. The younger units occur under a general tabular geometry made up of a 
large number of marine and terrestrial deposits arranged in an offlapping 
pattero in an multistorey transition zone. Marine units were named as M-I to 
M-5 whereas terrestrial units were named T-l to T-3 (Figs. 4 and 5). Units M° and T -O, also present in the area mapped in Fig. 2, were not included in the 
present study. The vertical stacking of all these units generated a Gilbert-type 
delta morphology (Figs. 3 and 4) which, of course, does not correspond to a 
single event of delta progradation but, instead. records a complex history of 
relative sea-Ievel changes, tectonic trends and modifications of sediment 
supply. However, for any particular time there existed a delta geometry that 
occupied part of the bay. 
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Fig 3.-Schematic cross-sections of (he bay-fill in Cuatro Calas. 

Fig 3.--Cones geológicos esquemáticos del relleno de la bahía de Cuatro Calas. 

Below we describe briefly the most outstanding features of these uníts. 

Unit 1 

Description 

Unít 1 is the oldest and the more extensively represented of the basin fm 
(Fig. 2). It lays unconfonnably upon fine-grained, fossiliferous lower-middle 
Plíocene yellow sands and calcarenites. The visible thickness of the unit does 
not exceed 15-20 m. 

The unit consists of pebbly calcarenites, conglomerates, and yellow 
weakly-cemented micaceous sandstones. The fossil content of coarser
grained layen; consists of Ostrea, Pecten, Chlamys and other shaUow-marine 
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mapping and geometry of unÍts. The coarse-grained facies interfinger with 
finer sandstones and calcarenites which develop large-scale clinoforms 
toward the basin interior (Figs. 2 and 3). 

The interfingering is well observed in Rambla de los Arejos (locality 1. 
Fig. 6). The conglomerates wedge out to the NW where fine sanrlstones 
dominate. Individual sets of cross-bedded conglomerates, up to 50 cm in 
height, exhibit well preserved megaripple geometry (Fig. 7 B). Successive 
wedges of trough cross-bedded conglomerates are separated by truncation 
surfaces. Shells of bivalves and pebbles (0.5 to 2 cm in graio size) of the 
metamorphic rocks fonning the basement of the basin are the coarsest 
components. Many sets of cross bedding are altematively dominated by shell 
and siliciclastic material.]t is interesting to note that paleocurrents point to the 
SW (N 240-2700 E), i.e. toward the basin margino 

Similar arrangements are observed in other localities. At locality 2, the 
erosional base of the unit dips 25-30° to the SE. There, a 40 to 80 cm-thick, 
set of cross-bedded fossiliferous congIomerate and coarse sandstone rests 
upon the basal erosionaI surface and c1imbs upslope (NW). Foreset laminae, 
up to 15 cm in thickness, lay almost horizontal or dip very gently to the NW. 
Truncation surfaces separate successive sets of cross bedding which are 60 to 
80 cm long. Shallow-marine fossils are similar to those cited earlier. There are 
other, coarser-grained layers similar to those described in Rambla de los 
Arejos, with paleocurrents also pointing to the SW. The overlaying finer
grained facies are poorly represented due to erosiono 

Between Cala Carolina and Cala de la Higuerica (locality 3) tbe erosional 
surface of the unit dips to [he NE (Fig. 3). Here, sets of fossiliferous 
conglomerates and pebbly coarse-grained calcarenites climb upslope, with 
paleocurrent measurements ranging from N 1500 to 240° E. The interfingering 
of coarse sediments with more distal, clinostratified, yellow sandstones and 
calcarenites is weII exposed. 

The distal facies are large-scale cross-stratitied: these are the oldest 
exposed foreset beds filling the bay. Dips of foreset beds change downslope 
from 25° to less tban 15°. They consist ofyellowish cemented sandstones with 
a white weathered colour. Beds are 25 to 40 cm thick with frequent nonnal 
grading ending upward in very fine sand and silt. The internal structure of 
foreset beds is very faint parallel (and inc1ined) laminations which may 
change upslope into cross bedding also directed upslope. Large and abundant 
shells of Chlamys sp are typical for this unit. Chlamys is particularly 
abundant, and well preserved 200 metres wcst from locality 7. Many shelIs 
have attached Balanus up to 15 mm in size. Most layers are intensely 
burrowed; galleries and tracks occur parallel to the original dip of c1inofonns 
(Fig. 8 A). BUITowing, both vertical and (or) parallel to the original inclined 
dip, is very intense in many layers, particularly those of the distal zones. 

Bottomset beds are not well exposed but they look to be similar to those 
of the foreset with increasingly finer grain. 
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Interpretation 

The coarse sediments of the lower part of the unit (localities 1, 2 and 3) 
occur on tap of erosiona1 surfaces ¡ncised during a relative lowstand phase. 
Sublittoral (nearshore) swash bars migrated toward the shore during the 
transgression generating cross-sets which climbed up the erosional surface 
(localities 1,2 and 3). Continued sea-Ievel nse drowned the hars and left them 
behind, almost untouched until they were draped by thc prograding fine 
sediments of the c1inostratified phase. 

Mast of the deposits oí Unit 1 are coarse sediments in the shallow, 
proximal areas which changed toward the basin interior into burrowed 
sandstones and calcarenites with c1inostratified fmeset structure (Fig. 3). 
These coarse-grained facies were deposited in the shallow shelf and margins 
of the bay (Fig. 2) where lunate or sinuous-crested megaripples migrated 
roughly paraBel to the axis of the basin and the inferred elongation of the 
shelves. Movements of water masses, driven by stonn winds blowing from 
the cast, may provide the mechanism driving the megaripples. Coastal and 
nearshore sediments fed the megaripples. Changes of sediment source 
controlled by seasonal fluctuations (i.e. river discharge versus beach-derived 
sediments) may explain the occurrence of dominantly siliciclastic and skeletal/ 
bioclastic intervals in foreset laminae of cross-bedding. 

During this stage the sedimentation in the bay was dominated by marine 
processes and Gilbert -type deltas were not fully developed. Facies architecture 
of the marine facies does not provide proof of the possible deltaic nature of 
deposits. The only posseble evidence may be the occurrence ofwell-rounded 
coarse conglomerates in proximal zones. 

By prograding to the east (N l00-IIOa E), the conglomerates and 
fossiliferous sands of Unit l draped. and partIy filJed. the bay (Fig. 3). 

Uoit 2 

Description 

Deposits ofUnit 2 unconforrnably overlay the coarse-grained, fossiliferous 
conglomerates of the Unit I in the hill separating Cala de la Higuerica fram 
Cala Carolina (locality 3), resting upon a spoon-shaped surface (Fig. 5). The 
Iithology of foreset beds varies fram coarse calcarenites and conglomerates 
in the proximal shallow areas to burrowed yellow sands and ca1carenites in the 
deeper, somewhat deeper, zone. The change, visible in individual layers, 
takes place within a few metres. The intemal structure of the beds is parallel 
laminatioo, particularly visible in the tiller facies. Burrowing. both vertical 
and (or) parallel to the origioally-inclined bed surfaces, is very intense 
particularly in the distal parts of layers. 
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The fúreset unit has large scale clinofonns, more than 10m high. 
Successive groups ofbeds record individual phases ofprogradation. Backsets 
(sets of upslope-dipping cross-strata, see Postma, 1984; Postma & Roep, 
1985; eolella el al., 1987) occur overlying the erosional surface. 

Interpretation 

Unit 2 filled was deposited in environments similar to those ofUnit 1, but 
the area! extent of the bay was smaller. 1t fiUed an irregular topography 
sculptured in the rocks ofUnit 1 1 duriog a relative lowstand. Ca1carenites and 
coarse sandstones of the lower parto induding the basal backsets, correspond 
to transgressive systems tracts, when shallow marine bars were pushed 
¡nland. The prograding highstand systems traet ¡neludes calcarenites and 
conglomerates (shallow-marine facies), that change basinward into yellow 
sands (distal facies). AH these features suggest that the sediment was supplied 
to the foreset from the higher, proximal part which was closer to the shore 
(Figs. 2 and 3). As the coarse grained facies is similar to the deposits of the 
overlying transition-zone unit, there is a more definite evidence of the 
terrestrial provenance of these materials via fluvial transport, and a deltaic 
model may be invoked more reasonably. But still, it is not defmite. 

Unit 3 

Description 

The large-scale cross-bedded Unit 3 is nicely exposed in the hill of El 
Cuartelillo (Figs. 3 and 4), resting unconfonnably upon Units 1 and 2 (Fig. 8). 

Foreset beds are typically 25 to 30 cm thick. They are poorly or nol 
cemented at all, coarse to medium sands cornmonly separated by 5 to 8 
centimetre-thick layers of very fine sands to silts. The high content of rack 
fragments allow classification these sands as lithic arenites. 

Many layers are nonnally graded with thin fme-grained upper parts. 
U sually. the fine-grained intervals are yellowish in colour whereas coarse
grained intervals are light grey to yellowish. Poorly-defmed fming upward 
sequences, 10-15 m thick are recognized in the direction ofprogradation. 

The internal structure of foreset beds is parallel (and inclined) lamination and 
undulating lamination, 0.5 to 1 cm thick with low-angle truncation sunaces 
(lacality 5). In sorne beds, parallel orundulating lamination changes upslope into 
cross bedding directed upslope. Lamination is sometimes very faint. 

Fossil content inelude: Modiola sp (abundant in locality 5-east), Chlamys 
sp, Pecten sp, and Ostrea sp. Burrows are mostly vertical and they are 
particularly abundant in the uppennost 2 or 3 rn of Units 3 and 3-bis. 
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Dips of the foreset decreases downslope from 25° to 15° but prominent 
lateral changes occurdue to adaptation to the irregular base. Mean progradation 
was to the SE (N 130° E). 

There are backsets, up to one metre thick, at the base ofthe unit in locality 
4 (Fig. 8 B) and locality S-east (50 m east of 5, see Fig. 4). They are consist 
of coarse to very coarse sand (or weakly cemented sandstone). Interset 
surfaces are erosional. Absolute dip of laminae is ca. 15° upslope (NW), but 
the angle with the interset surface is ca. 25°. In locality 4, scattered boulders 
40 cm long (a axis) have attached Balanus and Serpulid worms indicative of 
a shallow nearshore origino 

The inclined foreset beds overlay the backsets with a downlap relationship 
(locality 5-east). An oxidized layer of fine gravel topping the upper backset 
separates both sub-units. The fenuginous layer is a few centimetres thick. 

There is a poorly defined unit, separated from 3 by an erosional surface, 
which we have named as foreset unit 3-bis because their identicallithologies. 
It occurs in localities 5 and 6 (Figs. 8 A and 9 A) but the poor quality of the 
outcrops does not allow a more precise description and reliable differentiation 
in maps and cross-sections. 

Units 3 and 4 will be interpreted together. 

Unit 4 

Description 

Unit 4 crops out in the eastern end of Punta de las Palomas (locality 6, Fig. 
9). It rests unconfonnably upon an erosional surface dissecting materials of 
Units 3 and 3-bis. Lithology ofUnit 4 is nonnally-graded grey sands. Graded 
bedding ranges from coarse to fine sands and silts. Sorne layers contain 
scattered pebbles with maximum sizes up to 10 cm. The internal structure of 
foreset beds is parallel lamination. Burrowing is intense, mostly parallel to 
bedding surfaces. Dips of beds change downslope from 25° to 20°. 
Progradation was to the east (N 90° E). 

The first two beds of unit 4, just ahoye the erosional, irregular surface are 
backsets (Fig. 9 A). The lower one is an upslope-directed, cross-bedded layer 
of gravel filling a scoured surface. Foreset laminae of backse't are almost 
horizontal but the angle with the c1inofonns is ca 20°. Overlying this bed, 
there is a second backset layer rnade up of parallel-Iaminated sands (lamination 
parallel to c1inofonns) with scattered pebbles that change (upslope) into 
upslope-directed cross bedding with tangential foreset laminae. The interset 
surface is rather f1at. 

As in unit 3, foresets downlap the backset sub-unit. At the top of the 
backsets, a thin ferruginous layer of fine gravel separates them from the 
prograding foreset beds. 
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el ¡nof onn~ cvidcncc ¡he progradat ion of un jls under Ihe ael ion of :-.ediment 
laden curren!'. which -;upplied sand lo Ihe basin margin and .. Iopc. Mos! 
probably Ihe ¡memal slructurc of Ihe forcscl rcsulted from an alternation of 
~hort periad ... with hyperpicnical Oows down Ihe delta slope (domin;mce of 
sedimenlation) and longer periods of quietne~s (dominance of burrowing). 
Short ¡ived. spasmodic Oows moving down Ihe slope of Ihe (an deha 
gencrated fainl parallel laminalion and normal graded bedding. We assurne 
tha! supercritical (high) flow regime conditions might account forthe general ion 
of undulaling lammation und upslope cross-bedded sandstones as indicated 
by Ncmec (1990). On Ihe olher hand. densely burrowed layen. indicate 
repe¡¡ted pause~ in sedimentation during which the roreset ,",urface. at Ihe 
waler/:-.edimenl interface, \Va .. coloni/ed by anilllals Ihal e:xci.\vated cOlllplex 
gul1crie .. _ 

The large- .. cale erosional ~urf;.u..:e,", in lhe rore .. et facic .. are steep-sided and 
progrcss deep into the previous foresel depo..,its (Fig. 5). They exhibít variable 
orientalions. We interprel these surfaces as Ihe reslIlt of incision and punial 
destruction of delta-front and foreset deposits during relative falls of sea leve!. 
Rebudding of delta foreset during later reJative híghstands generated Ihe 
erosional unconformities. The foresel deposits 01' Unils 1 104 prograded 10 E, 
ESE. SE. and E respectively (Fig. 2). 

1I is known thal wave reworl..ing causes continuous dcstruClion ofthe delta 
in a wave-dominaled Cllvironmenl. bul i~ les<., during high-discharge.., (PO,>tlll<l 
pers. COIll. 1991). Probably waves played a role as erosional agenb but Ihey 
were active only when oscillation .. 01' sea leve! approximatcd Ihe rclatively
decp /one<;, 01' Ihe delta 10 Ihe wave base level and allowed erosion af Ihe 
bollolll. We do I..nO\~ tha! waves alone can produce Ihese surfaces. Currenls, 
probably seawartl-directed underwaler (? subaeriai) flows. may playa major 
role as wel!. 

Geometry and venical relalionshlps of depo~ils. indicate thal backsets 
were generaled before Ihe progradaliall of foreset beds. because of the 
downlap arrangement. The backsets overlying the erosional surfaces wcre 
deposiled during rclative lowsland or early transgressivc cpi<;odcs. An 
addilional proof oflhedisconlinuity belween thesclwo facies is Ihe fcrruginau~ 

of unil 3. Th.:re are hacksets in Lnn 2 a\ "ell (helow [he large bouh1er, (1). l.andmark~ are 70 
(;lll high. Compare w1th figure .¡. fur local ion, 

Fig ti. Coru:Ktoero~1\O ':lIlre 1;1\ uniJaJe~ I ) 31pulllu 5); 3 B lIld1Gi la umd;.¡d3-bi\ l·¡I.ida en 
el [C:\IO. U [I:(;ho do: 1;1 ~c(;(;iún e'> 1,1 unid,ld m,lrina M-l de la 7-01\3 dI: transición. La~ cara~ de 
I e,lan into:n,;.¡menle biuturb<lt.!;,1'> IR). lB): ]ímil<: o:ro,i IU entro: las unitbdc\ 2 y J Ipunto"¡). En 
13 parte hap de la unld;.¡d ] ha} bad .... d~ (n) y blOlluCS :ú,l:ido, (G) con ¡lol(l1l1/5)' gU\:lI\O~ 
.>erpúlidu, fiJos.1 ellos. Tambicn w \Cr1 bad .. wls de la unidad 2. (baJu el blO\.juc 01. Lo, mOJone, 
miden 70 cm de :lltUr:I_ Comp,íre,c con 1:1 tigura 1 p:lrJ b ~illlaeión. 
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(oxidized) layer of fine gravels separating them (localities 5 east and 6), which 
we inrerpret as a condensation 1ayer due to the relative starving of deposits 
after the transgression and before the full progradation ofthe overlying delta
foreset during the highstand. 

Massari & Parea (1990) observed that backsets in fan deltas are related to 
erosional surfaces connected to relative sea-Ievel changes of eustatic origino 
Baeksets seem to be preferentially assoeiated with segments ofthe delta built 
on during phases of relative highstand of base level, probably eharacterized 
by more ¡ntense reworking by stonn-driven flows. They stated that backsets 
may be related to stonn- orflood-induced, offshore directed highly concentrated 
flows that may undergo acceleration down the steep gradient of the foreset 
slope and transfonnation into supercritieal density underflows subject to 
hydraulic jumps. 

Transition-zone Vnits 

Descriprion 

Coarse-grained deposits overlay the foreset unit. They are separated by a 
flat, erosional surface (Figs. 4, 5, 9 A and 11 A) slightly incHned in the same 
direction as the average delta progradation (ESE). 

The transition zone is composed of an offlapping sequence of marine 
(shallow 10 eoastal) and terrestrial (fluvial) deposits (Fig. 10). Distinction 
between deposits of the two envuonments was based on petrographic 
composition, textures (mostly dast shapes, roundness and packing), fossil 
content, boring of dasts, eolour, etc. These are essentially the criteria listed 
by Ethridge & Wescott (1984) with specific modifications useful for 
Mediterranean late Neogene and Quaternary deposits (Bardají el al., 1990; 
Dabrio, 1990). 

Shallow marine lo coastal deposits (Units M-l to M-S) consist of well 
sorted, rounded and notably spherical clasts (Fig. 11 B). Quartzite is the 
dominant component with other metamorphic rocks (dolomite, micaschists) 

(8): close up (arrow in the previous picture) of the parallel-laminated. inclined beds of unit 4. 
Note scattered pebbles (P) an burrowing:. The encircled ruler is 15 cm long. 

Fig 9.-(A): contacto erosivo e irregular (E) entre las unidades de foreset 3 (realmente la 3-bis), 
que está muy bioturbada, y 4. La superficie está cubierta por varios backsets (8S) los cuales, a 
su vez, están coronados por las capas inclinadas del foreset de 4 fonnando un downlap (flecha). 
Sobre la superficie erosiva (K) hay unidades marinas y continentales (M-2. M-3 Y T -2) de la zona 
de transición, limitadas por superficies erosivas (G, U). Nótese el margen abrupto del canal (U) 
y la estratificación cruzada de relleno de canal, inclinada hacia el observador, de la unidad T-
2. Laalturadel área expuesta en el centro de la fotografía es de unos 7 m. (8): detalle (ver la flecha 
en la fotografía anterior) de las capas inclinadas y con laminación paralela de la unidad 4. Hay 
c1astos dispersos (P) y bioturbación. La regla incluida en el círculo mide 15 cm. 
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contributing in minar proportion. Lateral associations and vertical facies 
Sllccession consist of a fining-upward sequence. ane to three metres thick. 
The lithology is well-sorted coarse sandstones and fine conglomerates. The 
coarsest grain sizes accumulate in the lower part, upon an erosional surface. 
Bedding fonns inclined large-scale, low-angle (50 to 8°) cross-stratification. 
Local upsIope imbrication of fIat c1asts and sets of cross bedding, usually 
pointing upslope occur associated to the fining up sequence. Marine fossils 
¡nelude skeletal fragments of bivalve shells and coralline algae. Many 
dolomite clasts are bared by lithophaga. Dominant colours are light-yellow to 
grey. 

T errestrial (fluvial) deposits (T -1 to T -3) ¡nelude more irregular, angular 
clasts with major component of metamorphic rocks: micaschists, phyllites, 
dolomite and other rock fragments in a coarse sand matrix (Fig. 11 e and 11 
D). They are derived from the pre-Neogene basement, almost untouched 
during transporto In contrast to the marine (beach) uoits, clasts of quartzite are 
subordinate or almost abseot. 

We distinguished coarse-grained and fioe-grained facies that can be 
described as channel fm conglomerates and tabular or irregular sandy cIay 
facies respectively. Typical channel-fill deposits consist of conglomerates 
with angular and flat-shaped clasts; these features enhance the teodeocy to 
imbrication. ehannel-fill deposits exhibit scoured bases (Fig. 11 e) and local 
trough cross bedding with both open and filled framework (Fig. 11 D). Paleo
flow directions deduced from channel scouring, imbrication and local cross 
bedding, point to E and SE, Le. to the paleo sea (Fig. 10). The tabular fine 
grained facies are orange and reddish sandy clays with hurrowed, root 
horizons and reddened layers (Fig. 11 e). 

lnterpretation 

Marine layas are interpreted as deposited in coarse-grained beaches of 
the reflective type because of their lateral associations and vertical facies 
succession are comparable to those described for tbis type of coastal deposits 
(Dabrio, Zazo & Goy, 1984; Dabrio, Goy & Zazo, 1985; Bardají el al. 1990). 

Foreshore deposits display a large-scale (up to three metres thick) cross 
stratification inclined abaut 8° to the sea (Figs. 9 and 10 ). The coarsest 
fractions available in the beach accumulate at the lower part indicating the 
plunge step. The flat, gently inclined erosiona! surfaces cutting through 
foreshore deposits record changes of beach profile, which usually are related 
to stonn erosiono Shoreface deposits, when preserved, consist oftrough cross
bedded and wave-ripple cross-Iaminated sands with scattered nearshore 
fossils. 

Reflective beaches occur in the froots of present-day deltas of the SE coast 
of Spain. lo Present examples, coastal dyoamics and graio sizes coupte to 
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Fig 1O.-Representative sections measured in the transition-zone units, and correlation traced 
by lateral continuity oflayers in lhe outcrop, to evidence lhe geometry ofunits. G, K, and U are 
the erosional surfaces pictured in figures 9 A and 11 A. 

Fig 1O.-Series representativas levantadas en las unidades de las zona de transición y 
correlación efectuada por continuidad lateral de capas, que revela la morfología de las unidades. 
G, K Y U son las superficies erosivas ilustradas en las figuras 9 A Y 11 A. 

produce beaches where most of the energy of waves is reflected (Sonu, 1973; 
Guza & Inman, 1975; Short, 1979; Wright el al., 1979); flow directions are 
opposite, essentialiy both to the land and seaward. Most of the sediment 
accumulates in the upper foreshore, generating high berms. Accumulation of 
these beaches require waves less than 1 m high and coarse sediment (Md > 0.6 
mm), although they can stand moderate to high energy when grain sizes are 
larger (Short & Wright, 1983). Thus, they are sheltered and accretional 
beaches (Bryant, 1983) dominated by accumulation, lateral unifonnity and 
temporal stability. Sediment input by rivers is transported alongshore by 
wind-driven hUmal drift feeding the beach. The small volume of semment 
available to these beaches allows rapid changes of the beach profile (Short & 
Wright, 1983), often triggered by variations in grain size (Short, 1984). The 
shoreface is gently inc1ined, but relatively deep, with scarce, sandy deposits 
and no bar development. This is a majar difference with the dissipative high
energy conglomeratic coasts described by Bourgeois & Leithold (1984). 

T errestrial deposits are interpreted as fluvial deposits ofbraided, probably 
ephemeral, rivers with rapidly shifting channels and a finer grained flood 
plain where pedogenic processes favoured by plant growth took place. These 
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fluvial systems are apparently similar to those existing nowadays in the area 
but with less tendency to incision. 

In the environments described. sediment fluxes derived from land may 
enter the basin and be deposited within the transition zone orthe delta foreset, 
and be rapidly covered by wave~worked sands. In this case, distinction 
between such marine deposits with a «terrestriab texture and real terrestrial 
deposits may be very difficult. The occurrence of root layers (soil profiles) in 
al! the terrestriallayers (Fig. 6) are interpreted as indicative oftrue subaeria! 
conditions. However we can not exclude the possibility that sorne units with 
terrestrial appearance may in fact have a marine origin. In any case this will 
not significantly modify the implications for the interpretatíon of sea-leve! 
changes. 

There are prominent compositional and textural differences between the 
coarse-grained marine and alluvial deposits. Conglomerates deposited in the 
nearshore are betterrounded and sorted; in addition, they are mostly composed 
of quartz. As the described marine units correspond to highstand phases and 
fluvial units to lowstands, these differences can be related to variable input 
due to sea-level changes. During lowstands, rivers transport to the fonner 
shelf large amounts of siliciclastic sediments in response to the lower base 
leve!. These trasnported deposits had accumulated in river valleys during 
preceding higher stages of sea level. On the contrary, highstands imply a 
relative shonage of alluvial input (particularly the coarsest grain sizes) to the 
shore because much of it had been left behind, trapped as fluvial valley-fills 
in proximal river courses. So, there was a decrease in the input of coarse 
sediment to the highstand delta, and the associated beaches became somewhat 
starved. Thorough movement of c1asts by liUoral drift along the coast 
improved sorting, roundness and almost completely abraded the less resistant 
rock fragments. As the observed Gilbert-type delta was deposited during 
highstands (lowstand deposíts lay helow Present sea level), there was a 
relative shortage of gravel and relative ¡ncrease of abrasion-resisting rocks 

scoured lower boundary and (O) flood-plain mudstones. (D): Channe\ fill with trough cross 
bedded conglomemte~ (Ot facies) with open and c\osed framework. Compare textures with 
photograph B. Photographs C and D are from unit T -2 in locality 7. 

Fig I l.-Fotografías de las unidade~ de la zona de transición con la siruación indicada en la 
figura 10. (A) pane superior de la unidad de foreset 3 (3-bis) muy bioturbada. La sección es 
oblicua a la dirección (nótese la estratificación casi horizontal). Contacto erosivo (O) con 
lasunidades de la zona de transición M-2 y M-3. Los conglomerados con estratificación cruzada 
de oleaje de M-2 corresponden a depósitos de la pane superior del shoreface. La Unidad M-3 
con estratificación crulada de gran escala (ver figura 9 A) es un depósito de playa reflexiva (sólo 
se ven los materiales gruesos del plunge step) que progradaba hacia el ENE. (H) Conglomerados 
bien redondeados finos y gruesos en el foreshore superior de M-3 (punto 8). (e) Conglomerados 
de relleno de canal (R) con base erosiva sobre lutÍlas (O) de la llanura de inundación. (D): 
Conglomerados de rel1eno de canal con estratificación cruzada en surco (facies Ot) y trama 
abiena y cerrada. Compárense la~ te¡¡turas con la fotografía B. C y D corresponden a la unidad 
T-3 en el punto 7. 
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(quartz and quartzite). Gravels did not significantly move to the shoreface 
because of the development of reflective beaches. 

Marine and terresmal units aceur interbedded and detailed tracing of 
layers connecting the measured sections was needed to recognize them. 
S uccessi ve incision and deposi tiao of units induce complex lateral relationships, 
as exposed around «El Cuartelillo» (localities 6 to 8, Fig. 10). Marine Units 
M-l and M-2 are separated by terrestrial T-l, with M-3 capping the section. 
These units are partly eroded; the terrestrial unit T -2 fills a deep incision and 
i5 followed upwards by a eoasta! marine unit with foreshore facies exposed 
(M-4), a new terrestrial unit (T-3) and the uppermost preserved marine unit, 
M-S (Fig. lO). 

The convergence of facies, and the laterally-discontinuous nature of 
aJluviaJ deposition makes it very difficult to trace the precise vertical upper 
limit of the transition-zone units, and to distinguish them from the younger 
alluvial-fan de-posits related to ephemeral rivers (ramblas). However, we 
suggest that the transition zone includes up to M-5; the terrestrial deposits of 
T-5 are a younger part ofthe alluvial units mapped in the area around Cuatro 
Calas (Figs. 1 and 2). 

DISCUSSJON 

Wave-worked Gilbert-type delta model 

According to the sedimentological data presented we can interprete a delta 
connected to a river plain with rapidly shifting channels. Rivers flowed 
mostly from the north, bringing coarse sediment to the shore and shallow sea 
(Eg. 12). The coarser grain sizes were captured by HUoral drift and transported 
alongshore umil they were accumulated into the gravelly reflective beaches 
of the wave-worked delta ITont, where the plunge-step deposits indicate very 
precisely the position ofthe water tine as documented by Dabrio el al., (1985) 
and Bardají et al. (1990). We propose that a delta platform extended seaward 
of the wave-worked delta front, as documented by the plane morphology of 
the upper part of the sigmoidal foreset beds and their vertical stacking (Fig. 
4). The platfonn was mostly covered with sand and scattered pebbles which 
were transported todeeper waters during rough weather episodes (stonn) and 
major floods (Fig. 12), and incorporated into the foreset beds. Direct transport 
of coarse fluvial sediments to the distal delta front and slope across the 
platfonn may take place during these high energy events. The sandy platfonn 
acted somewhat as a by-pass zone. The sigmoidal geometry of beds (Fig. 4) 
suggests that erosion during stonns and major floods allowed sedimentation 
and vertical stacking offoreset beds. Benthic communities actively bUITOwed 
the boUom of the platfonn and obliterated the original physical sedimentary 
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Fig 12.-Schematic conceptual model of wave-dominated Gilben delta in Cuatro Calas bay 
(Aguilas Basin) and development of a two fold cross bedding during delta progradation. 

Fig 12.-Modelo conceptual esquemático del delta de tipo Gilben retrabajado por el oleaje en 
Cuatro Calas (cuenca de Aguilas) y desarrollo de dos sets de estratificación cruzada durante la 
progradación deltaica. 

structures, as seen in the uppermost 1 to 3 metres of Unit 3 and 3-bis (Figs. 
9 A and 11 A). A steep slope with dips ranging from 25° to 12° connected the 
delta platform with the shelf. Graded bedding and ¡ntense bUITowing of delta
foreset (slope) beds indicate an episodic input of sediment: downslope 
avalanching was followed by long inactive periods. 
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The important wave reworking in the delta front (transition-zone Units M-
to M-S) a180 indicates that the alluvial input was episodic. The coastal 

processes had time to sort out and distribute alongshore (mostly as Httaral 
drift) the available sediments between successive river floods. In ourexperience, 
based upon direct observations of deltas along the mediterranean coast of 
southeastern Spain, the model i8 comparable topresent-day deltas of ephemeral 
streams (ramblas) which feed coarse-grained beaches (Dabrio & Polo, 1981; 
Bardají el al., 1990). 

The absence of gravelly, mouth-bar depo~its which are typical when the 
fluvial input i8 concentrated in point sources (Postma. 1990 a, b) strongly 
supports the idea that rivers delivered sediment to large segments of coast 
(lille sOUTce). 

Progradation of the delta generated a two-fold large-scale cross
stratification: a lower high-angle related to the advancing delta-foreset, and 
the upper one associated to progradation of beach units (Fig. 12). 

As suggested by one ofthe referees, the foresets may correspond to large
scale trough cross bedding with giant sets separated by sharp erosional 
surfaces. In OUT opinion, the paleogeographic reconstructions of the basin 
margins that is closed at the back and of reduced size, the rather hornogeneous 
directíonofprogradation, the similar lithologies in foreset and transitíon-zone 
units (particularly in Units 3, 3-bis and 4) and the difficulty of invoking a 
mechanism able to move the large-scale megafonns (megaripples) in such a 
restricted space suggest a bay-fill connected to fluvial systems that generated 
a delta geometry. 

Delta classification 

Deltas may be fed by single rivers which may develop a braided distributary 
plain or by alluvial-fan systems. The increased knowledge of delta processes 
and deposits and the growing interest in fan-delta systems have resulted in 
several important questions which must consider the precise meaning of the 
tenn fan delta or delta, and how to recognize them in the fossil record. Ethridge 
& Wescott (1984), Me Pherson el al. (1987, 1988), Nemec & Steel (1988) and 
Nemec (1990) discussed various types of c1assifications and criteria of 
recognition. 

Ethridge & Wescott (1984) distinguished three types offan deltas: slope, 
shelf and Gilbert-type deltas. Massari & Colella (1988) further developed the 
models of fan deltas presenting a review of their distinguishing features. 
According to these authors, Gilbert-type deltas are associated to srnall and 
tectonically unstable basins, having irregular, indented shorelines, restricted 
gulfs and locally steep slopes. Input of coarse sediment was ioto protected 
embayrnents, marginal to a laterally-confined, low energy basins (Cotella el 

01 .. 1987) and steep nearshore slopes (controlled by active faults and folds). 
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This environment favours the deposition of large-scale foresets (Dune & 
Hempton, 1984). Differential tilting and subsidence of adjacent blocks may 
lead to an erratic partem of sediment dispersal. 

Postma (1990b) stressed the depositional architecture and facies of river 
and fan deltas instead of the alluvial feeder system and the actual modifying 
basinal processes for delta classification. The basis for a universal delta 
classification should consider: feeder system, depth ratio, river -mouth processes 
and diffusion processes due to waves, tides and gravity. In this way Postma 
(1990b, p. 17) described 12 major prototype deltas. 

The Cuatro Calas Gilbert delta fits prototype 4 (<<classic Gilbert-type») 
which develops in shallow waters fed by steep-gradient (ca. 0.4"), often 
gravelly, alluvial systems comprising closely spaced, highly mobile (unstable) 
bedload channels. Sediment input to the delta front is essentially a line source, 
a multitude of distributary channels whose effluents merge to provide a more
or-Iess unifoon supply of sediment along the delta fiont (Type B feeder 
systerns). The palaeogeography at Cuatro Calas shows a location near 
mountain ranges. We did not recognize definite alluvial-fan facies in the 
topset (transition zone) deposits of Cuatro Calas, but only deposits of alluvial 
channels (sorne of them very prominent, locality 8-east, 6) and fiood plain. 
However, the proximity toa tectonically-active basinmarginand the abundance 
of younger alluvial-fan deposits recognized by mapping (Fig. 1) rnay point to 
a fan-delta setting. 

Sequence stratigraphical framework and complex 

Gi/bert-type delta 

The bay of Cuatro Calas was generated during late Pliocene times by a 
local downward bending of older Neogene materials which favoured a 
relative rise of sea level and invasion by the sea. The studied bay-fill deposits 
consist of units with large-scale foresets that filled most of the depression and 
were covered by younger sets of offlapping units (the transition-zone units) 
with an overall tabular geometry (Fig. 3). As a whole, they generated a 
Gilbert-type delta morphology that is actually a summatory of smaller-scale 
delta units deposited during successive highstands of sea leveL At present we 
can observe only the highstand delta deposits, lowstand wedges laying under 
the present Mediterranean sea. 

Evidence for sea-Ievel changes comes from the erosional surfaces found 
in the foreset and the transition zone deposits. The largest surfaces involved 
majorincisions excavated into previous foreset units during lowstand phases. 
The gentle changes of strike and dip of delta-foreset beds from Unit 1 to Unit 
4 (N 90" E, N lOO" E, N 130" E, N 90" E respectively, Fig. 2) reflect small 
lateral shifts of the active lobe in successive highstand deltas. These 
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rnodifications may be related 10 synsedimentary uplift of the northern margin 
of the bay more or less coeval with the sea-level fluctuatian. We ruled out a 
slump origin for these surfaces in the fmeset, for as fae as we could observe 
there was no evidences of slump processes or ccllapsed materials. 

More data can be obtained aboDt the depositional history from the study 
of the transition zone, because it records the offlap of marine and terrestrial 
units (Fig. 10). The offlapping pattem must imply repeated oscillations of 
relative sea level (Fig. 13). A camman feature of these deposits is their scour
and-fill trend: they filI spaces eroded inlo previous eoastal units and adapt 10 
each other' s morphology using the compensatian space available. The study 
ofthe vertical displacements ofthe plunge-step facies indicates tbat, apparently, 
there is almost no difference in ahsolute water-depth involved in these 
changes. We take this as evidence of the scarcity of vertical accornmodation 
space left for deposition, because the top of the fan-delta prism and the sea 
level or the hase level of rivers were too close to each other. This may also 
explain the erosion along the topmost part of the foreset sandstone units, 
These features are our main argument for eustatic instead of tectonic causes. 
In any case there was a tectonic trend to uplifting areas to the west and north 
of the bay during the late Neogene and Pleistocene, as documented in areas 
nearby (Bardají el al., 1990). 

There are examples in the geological literature of erosional surfaces in 
foreset deposits that have beeo interpreted as having either eustatic or tectonic 
origino Massari & Parea (1990) observed erosional surfaces in the upper 
foreset and topset units and there interpretation was that they were caused by 
relative sea-Ievel changes of eustatic origino These authors could not recognize 
a strong tectonic control but, instead, concluded that there was a continued 
trend to uplifting of the area during the time of deposition. On the contrary, 
Colella (1988 a & b) and Gawthorpe & Colella (1990) interpreted the 
erosional surfaces in the foresets of Gilbert deltas as related lo recurrent large
scale slip events of synsedimentary faults marking the back edge ofthe foreset 
unit. Such movements caused rejuvenation ofthe fault scarp, failure (slump) 
of the delta front, and stacking of several groups of foreset beds separated by 
slide surfaces. Such changes did not imply a majar change in tbe direction of 
foreset progradation. 

Sequence stratigraphy ofthe delta-foreset units is explained by fluctuations 
of sea leve\. Erosional incisions were excavated during lowstands. The lower 
coarse-grained sub-units overlying the erosional surfaces, with cross-bedding 
directed up the paleoslope (unit 1), tbose called backsets in the lower Units 2, 
3 and 4 are the transgressive systems tracts followed by a condensation layer 
(the ferruginous gravels ofUnits 3 and 4) when transgression progressed. The 
foreset units S. str. are the highstand systems tracts of the successive units 
which downlap the transgressive systems tracto New faUs of sea leve! 
produced erosional surfaces. In this way. the four recognized units are related 
to a pattem of sea level changes. 
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Fig !3.-Re~pún~e uf delta IrOn! and slope of a Gilbert-t)'pe della lo sea level changes and 
sequence stratigraphy of me hay-fill af Cuatro Calas. 

Fig D.-Respuesta del frente deltaico y el talud de un de1tade tipo Gilben a los cambios de nivel 
del mar y e~tratigrafía secuencial del relleno de bahía de Cuatro Calas. 

At least five main depositional events are distinguished in the transition 
zone (Fig. 13). In general. highstand to early lowstand prograding beach units 
were partly eroded during a relative fall of sea level (lowstand), and lowstand
to-early-transgressive deposits covered the resulting valleys. Marine 
transgressive-to-highstand deposits covered the encased terrestrial deposits. 
Relative changes of sea leve} are necessary to explain the vertical stacking of 
units and the repeated incision without further evideoce of oeat ¡ncrease of sea 
leve!. Alluvial deposits filled scoured topographies eroded in older eoastal 
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ridges well below the sea level that existed during the sedimentation of the 
ridges. 

The marine unií M-5 represents the last transgression recorded in the atea, 
mast probably related to tectonic movements that uplifted the margin of the 
basin to horizons no longer undee the reach of the sea. Y ounger terrestrial 
episodes (Figs. 1 and 2) integrate a post-Gilbert aIluvial event. 

Thus. the development oí the complex Gilbert-type delta followed a 
repetitive pattem in response to relative changes of sea level (Fig. 14): 
progradation occurred in highstands and entrenchment and eoastal wedge in 
lowstand and earIy transgression. A highstand Gilbert-type delta (Stage 1) 
prograded when the sea leve! rose aboye the delta prism. Falls of sea leve1 
induced erosion of pan ofthe delta prism (Stage 2), both by wave action and 
by entrenchment of fluvial channels. The cannibalized detritus and the fluvial 
input were carried down to the shelf and accumulated ioto lowstand (? deltas) 
wedges. Later rises of sea level allowed progradatioo of the partly-destroyed 
highstand delta (Stage 3). Progradation of delta lobes may have occurred in 
a direction similar or oblique to that of the former highstand delta, probably 
due to the need to adapt to the previously eroded, irregular relief and 
progradation within fan-dissecting valleys (Muto & Okada, 1991). Beaches 
in the delta &ont prograded seaward with variable angles because of changes 
in the shore orientations induced by littoral drift and local constraints. 
Consequently they may diverge somewhat from the average delta-lobe 
progradation. 

The various parts of the delta reacted differently to these sea-Ievel changes 
and generated variable facies associations. 

Progradation of complex delta prisms does not imply a continuous 
stillstand as previousIy assumed for simple Gilbert-type deltas (Ethridge & 
Wescott, 1984, Postma y Roep, 1985). Progradation may occur over a very 
short time interval, possibly during a period of slow sea-Ievel changes or 
during a long-time interval during sea-Ievel stand-still. Most probably sea
level changes contributed to the destruction ofthe convex-upward upper part 
of the sigmoidal foresets of sorne units (2, 3-bis, 4), the development of 
erosional suriaces separating foreset and transition-zone deposits. 

Sea-Ievel curves for late Pliocene and Pleistocene are characterized by 
successive low-frequency cyc1es of rise and fall; four of these cyc1es happened 
in late Pliocene with sequence-boundary ages: 3.8, 3.0, 2.4 and 1.6 million 
years and another in early Pleistocene with upper boundary age: 0.8 million 
years (Haq et al., 1988). This rapid evolution may account for subaerial 
exposure and drowning of large parts of the basin margin, but they are not fast 
enough to justify the stacking of units and the repeated scour-and-fill pattem 
observed in Cuatro Calas. Therefo-re our observations connect these small
scale changes to the high-frequency fluctuations of sea level already 
documented in SE Spain during the Late Pliocene and Quatemary (Bardají et 
al., 1990) superimposed on longer-Iasting tectonic uplift. 
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Fig l4.-Repetitive pattem of relative sea-level fluctuations and development of complex 
compound Gilbert-type deltas in Cuatro Calas. 

Fig 14.-Esquema repetitivo de fluctuaciones del nivel relativo del mar y desarrollo de un delta 
complejo de tipo Gilbert en Cuatro Calas. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The bay of Cuatro Calas was generated during late Pliocene times by a 
local downward bending of alder Neogene materials which favoured a 
relative rise of sea level and invasioo by the sea. The studied bay-fill deposits 
consist of units with large-scale foresets that filled most of the depression 
topped by younger sets of offlapping transition-zone units with an oyerall 
tabular shape. As a whole, they generated a Gilbert-type delta morphology 
that is a surnmatory of smaller-scale delta unils deposited during successive 
highstands of sea level. We can observe only the highstand delta deposits. 
Lowstand wedges lay uoder the Present Mediterranean sea. 

According to the sedimentological data presented, befare we propase a 
delta connected 10 a river plain with rapidly shifting channels. Rivers flowing 
mostly from the north delivered sediment to large segments of coast (tine 
source). The coarser grain sizes were captured in the gravelly reflective 
beaches of the wave-worked delta frant. A delta platforrn, cavered with 
burrowed sand and scattered clasts extended seaward of the wave-worked 
delta front. A steep slope with dips ranging from 250 to 120 connected the delta 
platforrn with the shelf. Graded bedding and intense burrowing of delta
foreset (slope) beds indicate an episodic input of sediment: downslope 
avalanching was followed by long inactive periods. Wave reworking of the 
delta frant also indicates episodic alluvial input. The Cuatro Calas Gilbert 
delta fits Postma's (1990b) prototype 4 (<<classic Gilbert-type~~). It is 
comparable to present-day deltas of ephemeral streams feeding gravel1y 
beaches in SE Spain. 

Progradation of the delta generated a two-fold large-scale crOss
stratification: a lower high-angle related to the advancing delta-foreset and the 
upper one associated to progradation of beach units. 

Evidence of sea-Ievel changes comes from the erosional surfaces found in 
the foreset and the transition zone deposits. Sequence stratigraphy of the 
foreset units is explained by fluctuations of sea level. Erosional incisions were 
excavated during lowstands. The lower coarse-grained sub-unÍls overlying 
the erosional surfaces. with cross-bedding directed up the paleoslope (Unit 1) 
and backsets in Units 2, 3 and 4, which are transgressive systems tracts 
followed by a condensation layer (the ferruginous gravels of Units 3 and 4) 
when transgression progressed. The foreset units s. sIr. are highstand systems 
tracts downlapping the transgressive systems tracto At least five main 
depositional events are distinguished in the transition zone. Highstand to early 
lowstand prograding beach units were partly eroded during a relative fall of 
sea level (towstand) and lowstand to early transgressive deposits filled the 
resulting val1eys. Marine transgressive-to-highstand deposits covered the 
encased terrestrial deposits. The marine unit M-5 represents the last 
transgressian recorded in the area. Most prabably delta sedimentatian come 
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to an end because of teetonic upIift of the basin margino Younger terrestrial 
episodes integrate a post-Gilbert alluvial evento 

Thus, the development of the complex Gilbert-type delta followed a 
repetitive pattern in response to fluctuations of sea level: progradation of 
highstand Gilbert-type delta (Stage 1) was followed by entrenchment and 
eoastal wedge in lowstand and early transgression (Stage 2). The various parts 
of the delta reacted differently to these sea-Ievel changes and generated 
variable facies associations. 

Progradation of complex delta prisms does not imply a continuous 
stillstand as previous1y assumed for simple Gilbert-type deltas. 

The rapid evolution of the bay-fill can be related to high-frequeney 
fluetuations of sea level already documented in SE Spain during Late Pliocene 
and Quaternary, superimposed on longer-lasting tectonic uplift. 
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